
What does the sport of swimming look like post COVID quarantine? 


I’m probably wrong… This is a confusing situation! Here is my vision as of 
today.


I think we are looking at a summer with no meets large or “small.” Even a 
small meet can bring together 1000 people. I don’t see it happening. I 
think virtual simulated meets are interesting, but it would be very hard to 
make them as fun as head to heads.


What if’s


If we are allowed to congregate in groups of 10- I’d run small group clinics 
and keep the same groups together all summer to limit exposures. 


If we are allowed to congregate in groups of 20- I’d split my groups and 
run a mornings group or afternoons group to keep the numbers down.


If we are allowed to congregate in groups of 50- I’d run practice as normal. 
Virtual meets become much more feasible at this level.


If we are allowed to congregate in groups of 100- I’d run practice groups 
as normal and virtual meets.


Virtual Meets

I’d need help with the technical aspect of merging files in HiTEK, but it 
shouldn’t be a problem…


Initially still race in the same groups you train with to minimize exposures


If things relax even more, then you could have different age groups come 
in at different times to race (ie. 12UN, 13UP)


Move to getting the whole team together for an inter-squad


Move to getting several teams together


How do we make it fun and exciting for the kids? Social media?


Social Distance Practicing




Stagger pick up and drop off so that people exiting and entering the 
facility don’t meet.


Keep the practice groups the same set of kids


Stagger the “home base” for swimmers to begin out at buoys in the lane. 
Only one swimmer stops on the actual wall after each repeat. Use different 
colored fishing buoys attached to lane rope or cones at a swimmer’s home 
base.


Super set dryland and swimming to facilitate less people in the pool


No touch dryland exercises, don’t share equipment


Snorkels may or may not help as a form of PPE


Financial Concerns


Decreased traffic in the pool = decreased revenue. I had the similar though 
while watching Newsom talk yesterday about more space between tables 
at restaurants. Great in theory, but crippling to our revenue generating 
power.


Does interest fall apart without meets, social events, community?


Meets are huge revenue boosters for many clubs. Is that duplicable with a 
virtual competition?


We will need an equal or greater number of coaches on deck to patrol this 
social distance plan


Sportwide Impacts


Youth sports in general will be less sustainable business model due to 
smaller class sizes, conversely people are hungry for it 


Dropped college swim programs if revenue generating sports of football 
and basketball are not viable in 2020-21




Deemphasis on water training due to limited pool time, more supplemental 
creative dryland 


Continued emphasis on technique and strength over lots of swim training


Virtual simulated meets become our new normal


Remote drylands and video feedback technologies increase in popularity


Less ability to hold doping athletes accountable with travel restricted and 
social distancing


Positives


Good time to connect with a network, reflect, study, plan, learn something.


Gratitude for whatever small piece of it we get back.



